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Section S1. Adsorbate-substrate interaction-modulated ZEBS Section S2. Additional data of the spatially evolving ZEBS Section S3. Fe adatom-reconstructed electronic structures Section S4. Prospects for the local ZEBS detection in connate high-temperature superconductors Table S1 . Summary of the ZEBS-related information in literature. Reference (49) Section S1. Adsorbate-substrate interaction-modulated ZEBS In our experiments, the Fe adatoms are weakly adsorbed on one-unit-cell (1-UC) FeSe film at the energetically favored hollow sites of surface Se lattice ( Fig. 2A and inset of Fig. S1A ). Typically, the Fe atoms were deposited with dilute coverage of ~0.002-0.003 monolayer (ML) (e.g., Fig. S1A ) (1 ML is defined as the coverage at which Fe adatoms occupy all the hollow sites of surface Se lattice). In statistics, the spins of Fe adatoms are randomly oriented, which locally modulate the magnetic exchange coupling with underlying 1-UC FeSe substrate in different degrees. Thus, the adsorbate-substrate-interaction-dependent Fe-adatom height accordingly appears in a statistical distribution (Fig. S1C) . Meanwhile, the energy of the Fe-adatom-induced bound state is similarly distributed (Fig.  S1B) , yielding a Gaussian profile relatively aligned with adatom-height histogram (Fig. S1 , B vs. C). Consequently, the adsorbate-substrate-coupling-tuned bound-state energy for Fe adatom on 1-UC FeSe film is established in statistics. Appropriate exchange interaction between Fe adsorbate and FeSe substrate will pin the bound state at zero energy, which corresponds to a statistical Fe-adatom height of ~62 pm in experiment (Fig. S1C) . Particularly, the yielded adatom height for the zero-energy bound state (ZEBS) is relatively large in the Fe-adatom-height histogram (Fig. S1C) , suggesting comparably weak adsorbate-substrate interaction. Together with the absence of magnetic-moment extremum at the experimental Fe-adatom height of ~62 pm (Fig. S1D) , the adsorbate-substrate coupling for the ZEBS emergence in 1-UC FeSe is evidently below the strong-interaction (unitary) limit. 
Section S4. Prospects for the local ZEBS detection in connate high-temperature superconductors
Compared with the recently prevailing systems hosting the ZEBSs, the 1-UC iron chalcogenides/SrTiO 3 integrate the desired ingredients for industrially realizing and manipulating ZEBS, which are only partially possessed by individual configurations in previous studies (Table S1 ; Fig. S5 ).
(1) Being connate. Artificially fabricated Rashba semiconducting nanowires (NWs) (9, 10), spin-textured Fe atomic chains (11) and topological-insulator ultrathin films (12) in proximity to Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superconductors (Table S1 ) for pursuing the Majorana zero modes (MZMs) often inevitably introduce the interface unambiguity. The extrinsic complexity of configuration interface will hinder a convincing identification of the ZEBS origin. The connate 1-UC FeSe and FeTe 0.5 Se 0.5 on SrTiO 3 adsorbed by Fe adatoms naturally remove the challenging interface issues.
(2) High T c and T ZBCP [T c : critical temperature of the pristine superconducting (SC) components in MZM configurations; T ZBCP : existing temperature of experimentally detected zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP)]. In previous literature, experiments engineered the ZEBSs mainly based on proposed configurations in proximity to BCS superconductors (9-12) and on bulk iron chalcogenide, Fe(Te,Se) (19, 20) . Although bulk Fe(Te,Se) is a nominal high-temperature superconductor, its T c is generally below 15 K (19). Therefore, in all previous MZM systems, the generic T c involved is limited to ~1-10(15) K (Table S1 ). Further "poisoned" by thermally excited quasiparticles, the MZM-like ZEBS mostly survives at T ZBCP ~0.05-1(4) K (Table S1) (Table S1 ) to trigger topological phase transition (6) and to generate magnetic vortices to bound the ZEBSs (8), respectively. The Fe adatoms on 1-UC FeSe and FeTe 0.5 Se 0.5 films intrinsically induce the ZEBSs under zero external B. The unnecessity of magnetic field for inducing the ZEBS in 1-UC iron chalcogenides addresses promising potentials in electronics applications. (11, 12, 20) (Table S1 ). Exceptionally, the decay length of the ZEBSs induced by Fe adatoms on both 1-UC FeSe and FeTe 0.5 Se 0.5 films is only sub-nanometer (3.4 and 6.4 Å), which is also reported on interstitial iron impurity (IFI) in Fe 1+x (Te,Se) bulk material (19). Having an advantage over the IFI/Fe 1+x (Te,Se) case, the superconductivity in 1-UC FeSe and FeTe 0.5 Se 0.5 films is regained with a fully gapped and especially low-bias-DOS-depleted nature instantly away from the Fe adatoms (Fig. 2, C and D; Fig. 4, C and D) . The ultralocalized ZEBS and completely recovered SC state within short range in 1-UC iron chalcogenides guarantee the decoupling condition of densely deposited Fe adatoms, making the ZEBS-based high-density information processing (if any) expectable. Table S1 .
(5) Being locally detected and feasibly manipulated. The SC-proximity-coupled semiconducting NWs as the MZM platforms are measured by the electrical transport, yielding integrated signals (9, 10) (Table S1 ). Being capable of atomically resolved spectroscopy imaging, the scanning tunneling spectroscopy utilized in the present experiments highlights the advantage of local ZEBS detection. For state manipulation, the intimate entanglement of the MZM-like ZEBSs at two ends of the vortex line in interfacial p x +ip y -wave (12) and bulk Fe(Te,Se) (20) systems appears superfluous. In contrast, the paired-ZEBS entangling is nonexistent in the Fe-adatom situation due to the ideal two-dimensionality of 1-UC iron chalcogenides. The technically feasible atomic-manipulation technique by using scanning-tunneling-microscope tip further drives the systems of Fe-adatom/1-UC iron chalcogenides towards applicable quantum-functionality electronics. 
